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Finding Your Sweet Spot

Four Guiding Principles of Growth

Corporate Culture

Where are you heading?

Finding Your Sweetspot

1. People develop best while they are    

                    .

2. Personal growth is born out of         -  

                     .

3. It's difficult to grow without    

         .

4. People grow best when they    

          .

                        - Mutual respect and purpose. 

Growing, creative and deals with conflict well. 

                    - Repetitive, no purpose, draining, 

why do we do what we do? Avoids conflict.

                    - Cut throat, low morale, no 

appreciation, no growth. Destructive conflict.

1.       of your 

current location.

2.        where you want to go.

3.            

your destination.

Sweet Spot is when your     , 

             , and     

align and match your                 . 
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DRIFT
Neither Passion

nor Progress

Distracted

Passion without
Progress/No Focus

Enthusiasm

Progress without
Passion

Hardworking

Passion and 
Progress

Your Sweet Spot

LIFT

SHIFT

GIFT

PROGRESS

Sweet Spot is when your     , 

             , and     

align and match your                 . 
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in
the game

self
awareness

trusted
relationships

own their
growth

Generative

Habitual

Toxic

talents

abilities gifts

passion

Become aware

Decide

Start working toward


